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kindhearted cat lover tv tropes - the more benevolent version of crazy cat lady and right hand cat it has commonly been
said that the dog is man s best friend but there are many people out there who prefer company of a more feline variety
unlike the above mentioned evil and crazy versions of the cat loving tropes these, latest news headlines exclusives and
opinion the sun - news corp is a network of leading companies in the worlds of diversified media news education and
information services, rashomon style tv tropes - marge come on homer japan will be fun you liked rashomon a rashomon
style story is where the same event is recounted by several characters and the stories differ in ways that are impossible to
reconcile it shows that two or more people can view the same event quite differently the author, the 94 most badass
soldiers who ever lived cracked com - or you could come up with something so stupid that the enemy finds it too
awkward to make eye contact such was the thinking of israeli special forces commandos who infiltrated beirut in 1973 to kill
three leaders of the plo to not arouse suspicion they took several hulking special forces guys and dressed them up as
women complete with wigs high heels and fake boobs
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